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Abstract. This position paper reports the use of i* models to analyse the
Uberlingen air accident of 2002. Models were developed to describe the air
traffic control system both during normal operation and at the time of the
accident, then validated with a domain expert and analysed to derive system
properties that could be linked with some reported causes of the accident. The
paper ends with an outline of two treatments that could be applied to i* models
to predict possible dependability problems early in a requirements process.

1. Analysing System Models for Dependability Properties
Analysing the dependability, i.e. the reliability and safety of socio-technical systems

is a pressing concern during the requirements process. Unfortunately existing
dependability analysis techniques such as HAZOPS are not always compatible with
available requirements modelling techniques such as i* [Yu & Mylopoulos 1994]. To
remedy this incompatibility we are investigating possible analyses of i* models of
systems that have reported major failures to determine whether i* provides analysts
with capabilities to detect and predict dependability problems that led to these
reported failures. In this paper we report an analysis of the 2002 Uberlingen air crash,
in which 2 aircraft collided in mid-air over Southern Germany. We applied the
RESCUE process [Maiden et al. 2004] to produce i* strategic dependency and
rationale models of the socio-technical air traffic control system both as it was
intended to be operated and as was in operation at the time of the accident, then
analysed these models and their differences using different treatments to infer classes
of problem that included problems described in the Uberligen crash reports [BFU
2004]. Results revealed some interesting safety and reliability properties of class-level
and instance-model i* models that, we believe, will inform i* model analyses and our
REDEPEND i* modelling and analysis tool to prevent emergent dependability
problems during analysis of different configurations of a socio-technical system
architecture.

The remainder of this position paper is in 5 sections. Section 2 describes the
Uberlingen accident. Section 3 outlines the i* approach and how we applied it to
model and analyse the socio-technical system managing air traffic above Uberlingen.
Section 4 describes the resulting i* models, and section 5 reports the analyses that we
applied to them to infer important dependability properties of the specified system.
The last section outlines future work as this line of research matures.



2. The Uberlingen Accident
The Uberlingen accident occurred at night in July 2002 over Germany in a sector

controlled by Zurich’s Air Control Centre [BFU 2004]. Normally two air traffic
controllers, who we call ATCo1 and ATCo2, and one Controller Assistant manage
each sector. ATCo1 fulfilled the role of the Radar Planner (RP), the controller who
planned movement through each sector and ensured that the Radar Executor has a
manageable workload. ATCo2 fulfilled the role of the Radar Executor (RE), the
controller who communicated directly with pilots to direct aircraft to their destination
and keep them safe. The Controller Assistant provided the Radar Planner with up-to-
date information about aircraft in and approaching the sector. A third controller, the
ARFA Controller, would also monitor radio frequencies used by aircraft in a range of
sectors. At times of low traffic volume it was common practice for one of the ATCos
and Assistant to retire and the other ATCo would assume responsibilities of the
retired colleagues. The remaining ATCo would work 2 workstations situated adjacent
to each other.

On 1st July 2002 at 21.15 ATCo1 retired to the lounge and, ten minutes later, the
Control Assistant also retired with the consent of ATCo2. ATCo2 switched the RP
workstation to radio frequency 128.050 MHz and the RE workstation to radio
frequency 119.920 MHz. Initially ATCo2 was unaware of a delayed A320 aircraft
approaching Friedrichshafen airport and using radio frequency 119.920 MHz.
However he was aware of two en-route flights TU154M and B757-200 that were both
using the frequency 128.050 Mhz to communicate with the Control Centre. To talk
with the pilots of all 3 flights on 2 different frequencies he had to switch between the
2 workstations, which lead to missed messages if he was listening to the wrong
frequency. Furthermore ATCo2 tried to call Friedrichshafen several times to obtain
clearance for the approaching A320 but failed to contact anyone because the SWI-02
system was not operational that evening due a scheduled re-sectorisation of the upper
air space. Had ATCo2 known of this re-sectorisation he would have called using the
public telephone network. The consequence of these events was an increase in
ATCo2’s workload that led him initially to fail to perceive a loss of separation
between the other two aircraft.

To resolve this separation loss ATCo2 instructed TU154 to descend. He then again
switched workstations to communicate with the landing A320, an action that led him
to miss a communication from the B757-200 that it was also descending, following
advice from its onboard TCAS system. The pilots of the TU154 were then warned by
their onboard TCAS system to pull up to avoid an imminent accident, but did not
react as this instruction contradicted with the earlier instruction from ATCo2. The two
aircraft collided in midair, killing all on board.

Clearly there are many contributing factors to this tragic incident. The departure of
the ATCo1 and Assistant to the lounge, the non-functioning SWI-02 communication
system, and the priority given to the landing A320, all increased ATCo2’s workload.
Furthermore, the Russian TU154 pilot’s preference to prioritise controller instructions
over conflicting advice from their own aircraft’s TCAS system due to lack of training,
in spite of the imminent collision, contributed to the accident. In the remainder of this
paper we explore i* models of the socio-technical system implemented at Zurich’s
Air Control Centre, to explore, retrospectively, whether such class- and instance-level



models might have predicted some of the contributing factors to the accident. From
this exploration we will generate new i* system model treatments that might indicate
important dependability properties of socio-technical systems.

3. System Modeling with i*: A Simple Overview
i* is an approach originally developed to model information systems composed of

heterogeneous actors with different, often-competing goals that nonetheless depend
on each other to undertake their tasks and achieve these goals – like the complex
socio-technical systems found in air traffic management. The i* approach supports the
development of 2 types of system model.

The first type of i* model is the Strategic Dependency (SD) model. The Strategic
Dependency model provides a network of dependency relationships among actors.
The opportunities available to these actors can be explored by matching the depender
who is the actor who “wants” and the dependee who has the “ability”. Since the
dependee’s abilities can match the depender’s requests, the highest-level strategic
model can be developed [Yu & Mylopoulos 1994]. The main focus of the SD model
is the dependencies between the actors. The dependency link is a link between two
actors and indicates that one actor depends on another for something that is essential
to the former actor for attaining a goal.  The depending actor is called the depender,
the actor who is depended upon the dependee and the process element around which
the dependency.

The second type of i* model is the Strategic Rationale (SR) model. The SR model
provides an intentional description of processes in terms of process elements and the
relationships or rationales linking them [Yu & Mylopoulos 1994]. A process element
is included in the SR model only if it is considered important enough to affect the
achievement of some goal. The SR model includes the SD model and hence actors
may be able to accomplish something by themselves, or by depending on other actors.
The SR model has four main types of nodes: goals, tasks, resources and softgoals.
These four types of nodes can be linked by using any of the four available relationship
links available in the SR model: the Dependency Link (same as in the SD model), the
Task Decomposition Link, the Means End Link, and the Contribute To Softgoal link.

4. i* Models of Uberlingen
We developed i* SD and SR models of the Uberlingen system in two phases. In the

first we worked with official crash report [BFU 2004] and other internet sources to
generate first-draft SD then SR models of both the system as it was designed to
operate and as it was operating at the time of the accident. In the second phase one of
the authors with extensive air traffic control experience reviewed the models and
refined them in light of his knowledge. We developed one set of consistent SD and
SR models that specified the required normative behaviour of all actor roles (i.e. the
Radar Executor and the Radar Planner) in the socio-technical system, then from these
models we generated a second set of SD and SR models that specified the instance-
level system in place on the evening on 1st July, when the accident occurred. The main
change between the models was to collapse the RE and RP roles into a single human



actor – ATCo2. All models were developed using our REDEPEND modeling tool
[Maiden et al. 2004]. In this position paper we report analyses of the SD models.

The SD model of the socio-technical air traffic management system in Zurich’s Air
Control Centre is shown in Figure 1. The model comprises 21 actors and over 50
strategic dependencies between these actors. The left-hand side of the diagram shows
the RP and RE roles that were fulfilled by ATCo1 and ATCo2 in the Zurich Air
Control Centre. The RE is the controller who communicates with the pilot to ensure
the immediate safety of each aircraft. Key dependencies are modeled. The pilot
depends on the RE for a safe distance to be maintained between aircraft, to arrive at
the destination economically and on schedule, to have conflicts resolved, and for
clearance instructions and manoeuvre instructions. The RE depends on the pilot to
direct the aircraft as instructed. The RP fulfills a longer-term planning role using the
available systems and information from the Controller Assistant. Again key
dependencies are modeled. For example the RP depends on the Controller Assistant to
have control strips updated, and for information obtained from regional aerodromes.
The RP depends on ATCos in other Air Control Centres for aircraft handover
agreements to be followed, and on the SYMA system to be aware of special
operational and technical occurrences.

The teamwork between the RP and RE roles is expressed as 7 key dependencies
shown in the expansion box in Figure 1. The RE depends on the RP to be alerted if
safe separation is not ensured, to be not overloaded, to have flights managed in an
effective manner, to have control strips received, to have control strips analyzed with
accurate information, to have flight traffic information, and to have accurate
information. The RP depends on the RE to have traffic managed effectively. When
ATCo1 retired, the dependencies between these two roles changed.

Figure 1: Strategic Dependency model of the designed Zurich Air Control
Centre’s socio-technical system, expanding on dependencies between the RE and
RP actors



Figure 2 shows a partial SR model of Zurich’s Air Control Centre. Only selected
parts of the model are shown due to lack of space. It describes some of the goal and
task structures of the 3 ground-based human roles – the RE, RP and Control Assistant.
There are contributes-to links between RE soft goals, for example achieving the soft
goal being alerted if safe separation is not ensured contributes positively to achieving
the soft goal not overloaded. The SR model expands on important RE-RP
dependencies by describing dependee tasks, for example the RE depends on the RP to
take RE responsibilities to avoid being overloaded, and to pass control strips to attain
the goal control strips received. As such the SR model depicts important features of
the designed and emerging teamwork between the RE and RP roles.

Figure 2. Partial Strategic Rationale model of the designed Zurich Air Control
Centre’s socio-technical system

Figure 3 shows the SD model of the socio-technical system at the time of the
accident, with the RP and RE roles collapsed into the single ATCo2 actor and the
actor instances such as the pilots of the 2 aircraft. This model has several important
differences to the designed system model, for example it lacks RE-RP soft goal
dependencies such as not overloaded, and RP-Controller Assistant dependencies such
as flight strips updated. These between-model differences provide the starting point
for analyzing the specified system for dependability-related properties that might have
contributed to the accident.

Consider examples that result from simple human observation of the 2 models and
their differences. We can associate the loss of the soft goal not overloaded with
gradual overloading of ATCo2 due to the need to monitor 2 workstations. We can
also associate ATCo2’s direct dependence on the (failed) ATS ground-ground
communication system (instantiated as SWI-02) to failure to attain the goal
communicated with other ACCs. These observations provided us with confidence that
current i* modeling techniques can express important characteristics of the
Uberlingen system. The bigger challenge, however, is to explore general treatments of
these models that correspond to our informed observations of the models, and that
might provide analysts with some predictive capabilities.



Figure 3: Strategic Dependency model of Zurich’s Air Control Centre’s socio-
technical system at the time of the Uberlingen accident

5. Dependability Analyses of the i* System Models
In this paper we outline two candidate treatments of the i* SD model:
1. If one instance of an actor fulfills two or more actor roles, investigate whether

the increased number of dependencies contribute to or hinder goal attainment
and soft goal achievement by the instance actor;

2. If one instance of an actor fulfills two or more actor roles, investigate whether
the depender actor can still achieve, undertake or obtain the elements of
dependencies between the actors.

The purpose of these treatments is to enable the automatic analysis of socio-
technical system configurations through application of formal heuristics in
REDEPEND, to guide requirements analysts to prevent problematic architectural
solutions. Both treatments are expanded and demonstrated with examples from the
Uberlingen models. In this paper we restrict ourselves to treatments of the SD models,
to maximise our leverage from these simpler i* models available for analysis.

The first treatment measures the increase in the total number of dependency links
in which the actor instance is a dependee, to indicate whether the actor might be
overloaded. In Figure 3, ATCo2 has 17 such links, 7 more than the 10 links with the
RE actor in Figure 1. We argue that dependee links are indicative of workload
because the dependee actor must normally undertake at least one task to deliver on the
dependency. Whilst this measure provides an indicator of actor workload independent
of that actor’s goals and soft goals, the analysis might want to link these indicators to
tests of achievement of modelled soft goals such not overloaded.



For the second treatment, the actor will sometimes no longer be able to achieve
some of the depended upon soft goals if the second instance actor is not available. For
example the RE cannot achieve the soft goal not overloaded if the RP actor is not
available, however this cannot be inferred from the SD model in Figure 3 as the
model is not sufficiently expressive. Therefore we are extending goal and soft goal
dependencies with critical dependencies already available in i* [Yu & Mylopoulos
1994] and extensions of goal patterns from KAOS [Darimont & van Lamsweerde
1996]. Critical dependencies indicate that the depender actor cannot succeed if the
dependency fails. In KAOS, five goal patterns identify what is to be done with a goal
or soft goal, for example to achieve a goal at some point in the future, prevent a goal
from becoming true, or optimize some measure.

Returning to the Uberlingen model, the RE soft goal not overloaded is a critical
dependency that can be extended using the prevent pattern in which the dependee
actor fulfils an important defensive role that the depender actor cannot fulfil. Merging
the two roles into one actor instance indicates that the dependent soft goal not
overloaded cannot be achieved. In contrast the non-critical dependency RE soft goal
be alerted if safe separation not ensured can be extended using the achieve pattern in
which the dependee actor provides an optional and assisting role that the depender can
fulfil on his own. Of course, it should be noted that not all lost dependencies are
detrimental – having a single actor fulfil two roles can reduce task complexity and
miscommunication, which suggests new patterns of dependencies to explore.

6. Ongoing Work
The position paper reports ongoing work that, we believe, demonstrates the

potential of i* to explore dependability properties of socio-technical systems during
early requirements processes. It provides first evidence that i* can be applied, with
extensions outlined in the paper, to detect possible patterns in real-world systems. We
continue to investigate, formalise and validate these extensions with the Uberlingen
and other case studies, as a basis for extending REDEPEND with new capabilities for
analysing i* models of socio-technical systems for dependability properties. In
particular actors were not refined into agents, roles and positions. i* models new
ATCo and CA tasks as positions with possible multiple roles assigned to one actor.
These new levels of abstraction enable analysis and exploration of position changes
independent of individual actor differences at the instance level.
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